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Eworx International Limited
Website Developer
I have been working with eWorx International as a website developer, where I have been involved
in developing a variety of versatile projects. My role has allowed me to hone my skills in both
frontend and backend development, working with a diverse range of technologies to create
innovative and user-friendly web solutions. 

Dec 2023 - Jun 2024

I have been freelancing for over 7 months, delivering a range of projects to clients with a consistent
track record of 100% client satisfaction. My expertise spans both frontend and backend
development, allowing me to create comprehensive solutions tailored to each client's needs. 

Freelancer 
Full Stack Developer

Dec 2023 - Present 

Experienced and dynamic web developer with over a year of expertise in both frontend and
backend development. Proficient in crafting responsive, user-friendly interfaces using HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript, React JS, Tailwind while also adept at building robust server-side applications with
PHP, Laravel, and databases like MySQL. Demonstrates a strong ability to solve complex problems,
deliver high-quality projects, and collaborate effectively within cross-functional teams. 

WEBSITE DEVELOPER

+92 311 4060709 · 16ridabaig@gmail.com 
Al Hafeez Garden Phase 1, Lahore Punjab Pakistan

Rida Fatima

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

HTML
Tailwind CSS
PHP

CSS
JavaScript
Laravel

Bootstrap
React JS
MySQL

SKILL SET

ridabaig.com
/in/rida16baig/

Frontend Developer Internee
I completed an internship as a frontend developer at Brown Tech, where I gained valuable
experience in crafting responsive and visually appealing user interfaces. During my time there, I
collaborated closely with the design team to ensure seamless integration of visual elements.

March 2024 - May 2024Brown Tech International

https://ridabaig.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rida16baig/

